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Minutes

Science and Engineering Cluster Meeting
Friday, August 22, 2:00 - 4:10 PM, M7-111

Color code: Black for current agenda, Blue for Old Business from previous meetings, and Green for 
new discussion/action.

1. Attendance
Present: Janice Burger, Tatiana Zuvich, Ramona Smith, Billie Brown, Melissa Liechty, Cristina Moisii, 
Chris Harvey, Tom Reed, Daryl Davis, Xiaodi Chen, Donna Iannotti, Eric Harms, Susan Styron, Scott 
Herber, Amy Picchi, Mevlut Guvendik, Lynta Thomas, Melodee DeCoteau, Rolf Sohn, Alan Spindler, 
Ron Vanderveer, Dan Wagner, Joshua Ojwang, Cristina Oropeza, Mehmet Kahveci, Ashley Spring, 
Jessica Schrader, Jimmy Gamez, Sandi Melkonian, Willie Smith, Anastasia Harris, James Yount 
(Cluster Chair).

Excused: James Bottesch, John Armstrong, Chris Petrie

2. New faculty introductions
Anastasia Harris introduced herself as a new instructor in Biology. 

3. Changes in legislature: Linda Miedema (Cluster Chair Meeting)
SB 524 Sexually Violent Predators
SB 850 Education
HB 851 Postsecondary Education Tuition and Fees
SB 1524 Security of Confidential Personal Information
HB 4003 Implementing the 2014-2015 General Appropriates Act
HB 5101 Education Funding
HB 7015 Military and Veteran Support

Discussion:
Faculty were advised to investigate legislative changes of interest to them.

4. Changes in college organization: Linda Miedema (Cluster Chair Meeting) 
Faculty were informed about recent administrative changes involving: 
Beverly Slaughter & Ethel Newman
Wayne Stein & Mary Roslonowski

5. Changes in financial aid and dual enrollment: Linda Miedema (Cluster Chair Meeting)
Faculty were informed about recent administrative changes involving: 
Financial aid- 150% Rule - vocation programs - and PSAV hour reporting
Dual enrollment - Effect in Spring: A 3.0 GPA form HS required college level reading and writing scores to take 
ANY courses (AA or AS). Some certificates are allowed with 2.5 GPA.

6. Update on NEW BAS programs
Faculty were informed about status of the BAS programs: 
Applied Health Science: Advanced Health Science (C) 23 enrolled
Applied Health Science: Biomedical Science (T, then P, then M, then C) 68 enrolled
Organizational Management: Business (C, M) 180 enrolled
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Organizational Management: Allied Health (C) 52 enrolled
Organizational Management: Public Safety (M) 20 enrolled
Organizational Management: Sales and Marketing (C, M) 35 enrolled
Computer Information Systems: Networking Systems (C, PB) 45 enrolled
Computer Information Systems: Program Development/Software Development 56 enrolled
Computer Information Systems:  Project Management 17 enrolled

7. NEW AS and Other programs
Faculty were informed about status of the AS programs:

8. Potential new programs

9. Office of Undergraduate Research
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Faculty informed of timeline of OUR implementation:
8/11 OUR documents sent to all faculty  
8/11-8/22 edits from faculty  
8/22 OUR meeting open to all faculty, staff, and administration
9/1 start of OUR

Discussion:
Scott and Ashley provided updates and explanations of the roles of the OUR including the availability of grants 
for student research. 

Action:
Ashley provided me with documents for editing by faculty - I forwarded these attachments to Cluster faculty on 
Aug 27th. Ashley would like feedback by September 1, 2014.

10. AAC/Cluster/College Collaboration
Faculty informed of several college concerns: 
Selection of general education core
Review of changes in core abilities
Program outcomes/course rewrites
Faculty credentialing
Identification of workforce needs

Discussion:
Scott is new AAC Chair; he provided an overview of the functions of the Academic Affairs Council.

11. General Education Core

From our last meeting:
Discussion of letter from Dr. Dunn: “In my understanding, the State Gen Ed changes have been 
finalized.  These changes may have no impact on some of your clusters, but others may want or need to 
develop some courses that the State has approved, but are not currently taught at EFSC.  I have attached 
the latest communication from the State that I have.  In addition, clusters may need to revise their AA 
Gen Ed plans to accommodate these changes.”

This is from the State:
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Natural Sciences:  Students will demonstrate the ability to critically examine and evaluate scientific 
observation, hypothesis, or model construction, and to use the scientific method to explain the natural 
world. 
Students will successfully recognize and comprehend fundamental concepts, principles, and processes 
about the natural world. 
AST X002 Descriptive Astronomy AST 1002 Introduction to Astronomy
BSC X005 General Biology  BSCC 1005 Fundamentals of Biology
BSC X010 General Biology I  BSCC 1010 General Biology I
BSC X085 Anatomy and Physiology I BSCC 2085 Anatomy and Physiology I
CHM X020 Chemistry for Liberal Studies 
CHM X045 General Chemistry I CHM 1045 General Chemistry I
ESC X000 Introduction to Earth Science 
EVR X001  Introduction to Environmental Science EVR 1001 Introduction to Environmental Science
PHY X020  Fundamentals of Physics 
PHY X048 General Physics with Calculus  PHY 2048 General Physics I
PHY X053 General Physics I  PHYC 2053 College Physics I
Any student who successfully completes a natural science course for which one of the general education 
core course options in natural science is an immediate prerequisite shall be considered to have complete
d the  natural sciences. 

Discussion/Action: Some discussion of alternate courses. Faculty were concerned about courses such as 
Oceanography that are not on this list. Scott provided this explanation in a later email:

To offer some clarification based on what was discussed at AAC, initially each division was ONLY to 
choose 5 courses.  This caused some serious fighting at the State level because of all the diversity of 
courses from college to college.   The list you were presented is what was agreed upon based on ALL of 
the colleges and universities in the sciences coming to an agreement.   That being said we require 7 
credits for sciences.  That almost changed but luckily the State left the gen ed at 36 credit hours.  
 
From that list a student ONLY needs to pick ONE to make the mandate for the State.   Thus the other 
one, although not required by the State is still a requirement of the college.   So as and example if a 
student chooses Bio 1005 or 1010 or chem, physics, A and P, then they have fulfilled the 
laboratory requirement and the State mandatory class requirement leaving the non-lab class open to be 
picked.   Now if a student picks a non-lab class from the State required list then they can choose a lab 
class that is not on the list.   Both science classes DO NOT have to come from the list ONLY ONE.   
Keep in mind there are also elective slots.   As for oceanography or meteorology, based on this system I 
do not see any changes at all in the way we are presenting classes and course selection should remain 
status quo. 

Discussion:
Concerns among faculty were expressed regarding action to be taken if a student transfers to EFSC and needs 
credit in a course that we do not have. 

Action: 
I contacted Christie DiSturco about this and below is her response. We will need some further work on this. 
Faculty suggested that we design and implement missing general ed courses - we would not have to offer them, 
but they would exist for transfer purposes. 
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I spoke with Coreen Lowe in our department who handles many transfer evaluations. The long and short of it 
is: it depends. The transferability of the course depends on whether we offer it, what institution the course is 
coming from (in-state/out-of-state/private, the accrediting agency), what the pre-requisites are, and the 
course description.
 
We looked up PHY 1020 and did not see any courses transferred in from a handful of institutions selected. We 
also checked CHM 1020 and that course is transferring in as CHM 1025 from both Valencia and UCF, but is 
not accepted from some other institutions. So it all depends on the institution.

12. Overview of submissions of curricula
Many courses have been submitted in the new WIDS format and have been approved for implementation. When 
a piece of curriculum is submitted, it first goes through the Cluster Chair before being submitted to the 
Curriculum Development Committee and then to the Academic Affairs Committee (AAC).

Dr. Cobb has developed a form for keeping track of courses not yet in WIDS - it is to be populated by Marjorie 
Rivera and sent out to us to make a plan for completion.

These courses have been finished:
Directed Independent Research – Physical Science
Directed Independent Research – Biological Science
MCBC 2010
. . . as well as many for the four-year degrees. (This will come up again later this meeting.)

These courses are in the works to go through ?? and are in “medium” stages of preparation:
CHM 2210, 2211
CHML 1045, 1046
PHY 2048, 2049
ZOO 1010
Status of Meteorology, Oceanography, and Survey of Anatomy and Physiology: not good.

Discussion:
Faculty expressed concerns that several of these courses have been worked on and are in WIDS. It is likely that 
they just have not turned up in eCPR yet. I (Jim) have just begun going through the list with examination of 
Marine Biology, Zoology, Physical Science Survey classes, and College Chemistry. Several of them are missing 
key elements and were not submitted to CDC. I will advise if we still need any courses written or if some need 
tweaked. 

13. Assessment
Watch for assessment grids in order to plan which courses need to be done this term. 

Discussion/Action: 
Some faculty had not gotten the grid (and others of us, ahem, lost it) - thanks to Jessica Schrader for forwarding 
a new copy to me - I sent it out to Cluster on August 25, 2014.

14. Angel Out, Canvas In (definitely)
Discussion of faculty general responses to Canvas transition.

15. Attendance reporting financial losses
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Discussion:
Faculty discussed possible ramifications for attendance reporting. 

16. Curriculum Development Committee Request
I have heard nothing on this.

Dr. Miedema: “We received a recommendation from the Curriculum Development Committee to develop a  
workshop for faculty on curriculum development.  Their proposal is to offer this training in three sections
1.       Curriculum Development:  Completing the curriculum forms
2.       Curriculum Development:  Performance Based Language
3.       Curriculum Development:  Using WIDS”

Their proposal also includes a request that this be mandatory for anyone submitting curriculum forms.  
They would like to have CTE and PDC pursue obtaining graduate credit for thee courses from UCF so that 
it can be applied to Maintenance of Continuing Contract points.

Discussion followed. Majority of faculty felt that this level of training was not necessary. It was suggested 
that a technical writer familiar with the requirements of the Curriculum Development Committee (CDC) do 
edits involving grammar and form, such that curricula would only be sent back to the Cluster for content 
changes. It was felt that this would greatly facilitate the curriculum development process.

Discussion included roles of CDC and AAC. Some faculty are confused about the the exact roles of the 
CDC versus the AAC in curriculum approval. Jim wrote an email on 1-15 to Dr. Dunn for clarification.

Discussion:
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It does not look like this will materialize, so we will wait and see. With addition of writer Holly Christmas to 
handle technical aspects of WIDS entry, it will probably not be necessary.

17. Career exploration courses - update from Ramona
Melodee: “Barbara Kennedy would like to discuss the development of  the Career exploration courses being 
proposed. She has developed one for Psychology and Biology is slated to be added soon. This effort is part 
of the Major Area of Interest(MAI) project a subcommittee of the QEP.”

Discussion followed in which Ramona and Melodee further clarified the career exploration courses. These 
courses are currently being negotiated with the CDC regarding credits and content, particularly a change in 
the original plan from 3 to 2 credit hours.

Discussion:
Ramona provided the following information:

The career exploration courses are:
• PSY 2023 Career Exploration in Psychology (Running this semester in Melbourne-full) 
• SLS 2401 Discover Your Major and Career (a general figure-out-your-major and explore careers 

and aptitudes. More in depth than the similar, existing course). This is in cluster approval process currently.
• BSCC xxxx- I have a working draft that I will submit to the cluster as soon as I can. Ashley and 

Melodee helped with this. It explores the different disciplines within the field of biology, spends time on 
educational planning, career decision making, networking, interviewing, job searching, etc. The course also 
includes a panel of experts event with community members in a forum, special advising sessions, and 
explores transfer requirements specific to the enrolled students' interest. The idea is to save students from 
wasting electives trying to figure out what it is they want to do, to give students a realistic expectation for 
education planning, and to help sharpen career goals early in their academic career. Each course is linked to 
a social networking platform that requires student participation. Current events, interesting articles, debates, 
career-related links, etc. are shared on this forum as a way of creating a community of planned bio majors at 
EFSC.

• Business will be the final course as described in the QEP, although other disciplines have 
expressed an interest in developing courses as well. If the response from the students is good, more courses 
might be added.

18. Curriculum Alignment Meetings
Faculty were informed about upcoming dates:
Biology:          September 10, 2014 10:00 am to 2:00 pm Seminole State College, Oviedo Campus
Physics:   September 12, 2014 10:00 am to 2:00 pm  Eastern Florida State College 
Chemistry:      September 26, 2014 10:00 am to 2:00 pm  Eastern Florida State College  
Engineering:   October 24, 2014 10:00 am to 2:00 pm  Daytona State College  

Please take a moment to visit the Curriculum Alignment website.

Discussion involved the attitude (presumed) of professional schools in regard to state/community college 
courses and whether they are considered inferior to those offered at universities. (Penny found an article 
regarding this after the meeting, which was emailed to all faculty.)

Advisors are clearly telling students not to take organic chemistry, physics and microbiology at EFSC, 
Seminole, and Valencia (that we know of) because medical schools won’t take them. UCF and EFSC 

http://curriculumalignment.ucf.edu/
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advisors need to be specific about this advice and that it only applies to premed and such and not everybody 
(eg. nursing majors). 

Regarding Dr. Dorman’s question “what are you doing about it”, we have decided to be extra diligent with 
curriculum so that proof of content could be provided, as well as to provide increased leadership for 
adjuncts, especially in terms of laboratories.

19. From Last Meeting: Physics course lab hours
Tabled.

Discussion: No further discussion of physics lab hours at this time.

20. Humidity/AC problems reminder
AAC is trying to gather information about damage caused by humidity due to turning off the AC over the 
weekends. Please ask your cluster members to share with you damage they have witnessed and to try and put a 
dollar amount to that damage if possible.  Once you have summarized this information, please send to Dr. Phil 
Simpson who is collecting data.

Discussion: Faculty were encouraged to submit details of humidity/heat problems to Dr. Simpson.

21. BAS Course content concerns
From Donna: A change needs to be made to CHMC 4410 Physical Chemistry, so that the prerequisite is 
changed from MAC 2313 Calculus 3 to MAC 2312 Calculus 2.  We should get it in place and through the CDC 
before it is taught in Spring 15.

Discussion:
Chemistry faculty met after the meeting and are currently engaged in discussion with admin about this issue. 
Below is a draft of a letter they are working on:

It has come to my attention that there is an issue with one of the future chemistry courses that will be offered 
for BAS Advanced Allied Health Biomedical Science concentration.  CHMC 4410 Physical chemistry, per 
the Statewide Course Numbering System, is a course designed specifically for chemistry majors.  As such, it 
requires a prerequisite of MAC 2313, Calculus 3, a 5 credit course.  Most students will not have room in 
their program schedule for this necessary prerequisite.  Based on our goals and objectives, CHMC 4410 is 
too specialized for the students in our program.  
 
I have attached screen shots of the three potential Physical Chemistry courses at the state level.  The third 
course (Physical Chemistry for biology majors) is clearly the one for our students.
 
The chemistry faculty would like to use a more appropriate course number designation, CHMC 3005 
Physical Chemistry for biological sciences.  This course would have prerequisites that are already in place 
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for BAS Biomedical Science students, including CHM 2211 Organic Chemistry and MAC 2312 Calculus 2.  
The course will have to be rewritten and submitted to the AAC.  The question is whether this affects the 
state approval of this program.
 
Unfortunately, this issue will probably also be a problem for PCB 3134 Cell Biology, which the biology 
faculty have indicated to me has a course description not in line with the Statewide Course Numbering 
System.  I am currently researching this issue.

22. Donna’s Notes on Summer meeting (w/ Jim and Drs. Miedema and Cobb)
BAS Biomedical Science Information Sheet

What?
The Bachelor of Applied Science in Applied Health Sciences with a Biomedical Sciences specialization is a 
degree program designed specifically as a workplace degree.  It is intended for students going directly into the 
workforce in positions such as lab technologists or pharmaceutical sales.

Who?  
Current Student Statistics (as of 8/19/14):  
58 student applications accepted
68 total applications, including 2 cancellations
By campus, 14 from Palm Bay, 24 from Cocoa, 20 from Melbourne, 10 from Titusville

Where?
Titusville campus currently offering 
CHMC 3120 Analytical Chemistry w Lab MW 6:00 – 8:40 PM, MCBC 3020 
Biology of Microorganisms MW 2:15 – 5:45 PM; PCB 3063 
Genetics, M 11:00 – 1:40 PM
Spring ’15, courses will be offered on Palm Bay campus, assuming sufficient enrollment 
Potentially, offering could be trailer courses (repeat of Fall 14 Titusville classes) or offering same classes as 
Titusville
Plans for other campuses will be based on future enrollment 

Credentialing?
Current credentialing is listed as:
‘Doctor's or master's degree in the teaching discipline or master's degree with a concentration in the teaching 
discipline (minimum of 18 graduate semester hours)
The degree or coursework needs to be in the following areas: Undefined “

Basically, anyone currently teaching and credentialed can teach the upper level courses right now
Jim Yount circulated a document with proposed credentialing criteria
In summary, 18 credit hours in general field of study, with one 3 hour graduate level course in the specific field, 
OR teaching experience in the subject area at a lower level, OR equivalent research or work experience in 
subject area.
SACS does not have a specific requirement for credentialing

Payment?
Currently, faculty are not paid to write the upper level courses, nor are they paid more per upper level course.

Additional Courses?
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Course plans will need to be written for additional upper level courses, including (not a complete list): CHMC 
4139 Bio-analytical Instrumentation, BSC 3424 Nanotechnology, BSC 4434 Bioinformatics and other electives

Equipment?
Dr. Miedema has indicated funding is being obtained to make sure equipment is equivalent on the Titusville and 
Palm Bay campuses 

23. BAS Faculty Credentials

Discussion: Faulty were asked to critique and edit the following draft of some of the credential requirements for 
the 3000 and 4000 level life science courses. The edits in red were proposed during the meeting. Any edits or 
changes should be sent to Jim by October 1, who will compile and send to the coordinators (Donna and Chris).

Proposed Faculty Credentialing Criteria for 3000 and 4000 Levels Courses in the Biomedical/Biotech 
Curriculum

The following are recommendations for faculty credentials for the 3000 and 4000 level courses in the 
Biomedical/Biotechnical BAS programs drafted by Jim Yount and Donna Ionnatti. Feedback from the 
Faculty Cluster will need to be obtained.

Proposed General Theme:

In order to teach a 3000 or 4000 level class in a subject, faculty must have 18 graduate credit hours in the 
general field of study. Faculty must also have one 3 credit course in the specific field OR experience 
teaching an equivalent lower level class OR equivalent research experience OR equivalent work experience 
in the field.
 
Proposed Specific Course Teaching Criteria:

MCBC 3020 (Biology of Microorganisms) 

18 graduate credit hours in biology (general field) AND
one graduate class in microbiology (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate microbiology research OR 
two semesters teaching MCBC 2010 OR
equivalent work experience involving microbiology 

MCBC 4203 (Bacterial and Viral Pathogens) 

18 graduate credit hours in biology or a medical doctor’s degree (general field) AND
one graduate class in microbiology with focus on pathogens (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate pathogen research OR 
two semesters teaching MCBC 2010 OR
two semesters teaching MCBC 3020
equivalent work experience involving microbiology of pathogens

PCB 3063 (Genetics) 
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18 graduate credit hours in biology (general field) AND
one graduate class in genetics (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate genetics research OR 
equivalent work experience involving genetics 

PCB 4233 (Immunology) 

18 graduate credit hours in biology or a medical doctor’s degree (general field) AND
one graduate class in immunology (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate immunology research OR 
equivalent work experience involving immunology 

BSCC 4422 (Methods & Applications in Biotechnology w/Lab) 

18 graduate credit hours in ?????? (general field) AND
one graduate class in biotechnology (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing biotechnology research OR 
equivalent work experience involving biotechnology OR
two semesters teaching BSCC 1426 

CHMC 3102 (Analytical Chemistry) 

18 graduate credit hours in chemistry (general field) AND
one graduate class in analytical chemistry (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate analytical chemistry research OR 
equivalent work experience involving analytical chemistry 

CHMC 4410 (Physical Chemistry) 

18 graduate credit hours in chemistry (general field) AND
one graduate class in physical chemistry (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate physical chemistry research OR 
equivalent work experience involving physical chemistry 

BHC 4024 (Introduction to Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) 

18 graduate credit hours in XXXXXXXXX (general field) AND
one graduate class in biochemistry or molecular biology (can be part of 18 credits above) OR
one semester doing graduate biochemistry or molecular biology research OR 
equivalent work experience involving biochemistry or molecular biology OR
two semesters teaching biochemistry or molecular biology 
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